Puerto Rico Incident Management Team (IMT)
Hurricane Maria

Working together to restore power to the people of Puerto Rico.

One team one mission!

Danny Ee
Director Smart Grid & System Operations

January 31, 2018
Austin Energy responded to the call for Mutual Assistance from the Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority (PREPA).

Austin Energy and SRP personnel worked in the Carolina region assigned to the American Public Power Assoc. (APPA).

APPA is one of the seven incident management teams (IMT) who represented the United States energy industry.

**Mission:** Provide assistance to help with the coordination and priorities of the restoration process throughout Puerto Rico.
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Carolina IMT Org Chart
Reporting to the Unified Command

Regional Administrators (Regional Incident Commanders)
- Joel Marchese

Planning Chief
- Regional Coordinator Danny Ex

Operation Section Chief
- Andy Smith

Intell Section Chief
- PREPA/USACE

Logistica Section Chief
- Paul Vasquez

Feeder Restoration Supervisor
- Tony Esqueda

Switching Crew
- PREPA

Switching Coordinator
- Dorian Speed

Production Lead
- Mark Bell

Site Safety Rep
- Mike Runzo

Material Lead
- Victor Guerrero

PIO
- PREPA/Industry

PIO
- Local Government Affairs
- PREPA/Mascareñas
- Luis Rivas

Carolina - APPA / NERCA

- Bret Marchese: brent.marchese@srpnet.com, 602.390.4832
- Danny Ex: danny.ex@austineerergy.com, 512.751.1154
- Rick Hudson: Rick.Hudson@srpnet.com, 602.809.1505
- Andy Smith: andy.smith@srpnet.com, 602.980-1917
- Dorian Speed: Dorian.Speed@srpnet.com, 602.930-0544
- Mark Bell: Mark.Bell@srpnet.com, 602.818-0067
- Tony Esqueda: Tony.Esqueda@srpnet.com, 602.809-0171
- Paul Vasquez: pual.vasquez@austineergy.com, 512.587.4036
- Mike Runzo: Mike.Runzo@srpnet.com, 480.372.1383
- Victor Guerrero: victor.guerrero@srpnet.com, 602.751.7121
- Kathleen Mascareñas: kathleen.mascarenas@srpnet.com, 552.696.2761
- Luis Rivas: luis.rivas@austineergy.com, 480.415.0361
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Austin Energy Personnel Deployed

**Advance Team**

Wave #1: Danny Ee – Planning Chief
Paul Vasquez- Logistics Chief
Luis Rivas – Public Information
12/8/17 – 1/8/18

Wave #2: Shane Cooper – Planning Situational Lead
David Teltow – Logistics Chief
Victor Carr – Operational Technology Assistance
1/4/18 – 2/5/18

Wave #3: Shane Cooper – Operations Chief
Darren Vicknair – Switching Coordinator
John Bell – Feeder Restoration Supervisor
Clay Hammack – Production Lead (Contractor)
Victor Carr – Operational Technology Assistance
2/2/18 – 3/5/18

Wave #1 Austin Energy, SRP and PREPA personnel

Mission Accomplished
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Wave #1 Planning
- Create, maintain and submit (weekly) the Hurricane Maria Carolina region Incident Action Plan.
- Maintain situational awareness, ensure damage assessments are done, and update the Masterplan.
- Support PREPA in analyzing and assigning feeder restoration priorities and delegating work from PREPA to the IMT crews (IOU/APPA).
- Coordinate with PREPA in decommissioning FEMA generators as associated utility feeder power becomes available.
- Respond and coordinate work for Critical and High Priority restoration work requests.

Wave #1 Logistics
- Serve as a Point of Contact for Logistical needs or concerns with IMT and EOC.
- Coordination with each utilities point of contact on securing life support services. (Lodging, meals, fuel and transportation services, staging areas)
- Review Bill of Materials and order required resources through the 1149 process established by USACE.
- Coordinate the receiving of materials with each respective utility and USACE.
- Ensure quantities and accuracy of materials issued through the 1149 process.

Carolina Region:
111 feeders (12 assigned to IMT crews)
29 Substations
IMT Crews: Ameren, DTE, Dominion, APPA (SMUD/Norwich/Commonwealth/Richmond)

Puerto Rico today:
Gen 80.7%
Clients 69.6%
Field workers 6k
Two (2) Questions for Shane in Puerto Rico